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The relativ e value of cultures in liquid and solid media in the

diagnoses of baoteria.

THEOBALDSMITH.

The marked progress recently made in the study of micro-

organisms as the cause of certain diseases is without doubt due to

the more thorough ajjplication of various solid culture media
by Koch and liis pupils. Today the microscope does not

hold the chief place in the study of these minute organisms. It

is their mode of growth upon gelatine, blood serum, agar-agar,

potato, in meat infusions, milk, etc., or tlie absence of growth on

one or more of these substances and in these fluids which aids in

confirming the microscopic examination. For this frequently

yields results so indefinite that without the media mentioned it is

impossible to come to any satisfactory conclusions as to the kind

of bacteria under consideration. Besides these various tests, in-

oculation experiments are of essential importance in the investi-

gation of pathogenic forms.
In connection with the cultivation of bacteria for diagnostic

purposes, it is again desirable to call attention to liquid media
and their uses. The statements of Koch and others several years

ago concerning the uureh'ability of liquids have almost driven

them from the field in Germany and in our own country.
Pasteur, the founder of this new and brilliant branch of path-

ology, made cultures in meat broths or decoctions exclusively.
That grave errors may arise in this way through contaminations
which can not be easily detected is self-evident. When gelatine

and other solid media were introduced by Koch he discarded cul-

tures in liquids except for very special purposes. Since that time
they have been looked upon with distrust, and results obtained
with their aid suspected and questioned.

If there were some means of keeping liquids free from con-

tamination, it is not unfair to say that tliey would be better adapted
as a natural medium of bacterial life than any solid media ever

suggested. This is self-evident for germs endowed with motility.
One of the advantages of solid media is derived from the fact that

any after-contaminations are quite easily detected with the unaided
eye. This is not so readily done in the case of liquids. There
are two ways of overcoming this difficulty: (1) by the use of a

culture tube in which the parts are so adjusted that a momentary
exposure for purposes of inoculation, etc., is practically without
any danger whatever; (2) by frequently testing liquid cultures
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on solid media, preferably on gelatine. My experience with the

considered quite p
has been fully described' I need not dwell upon it here. The
testing of liquid cultures is very simple an<l quickly accomplished.

Either a minute portion is shaken up with liquified gelatine and
the mixture poured on glass plates, or a jilatinum wire frequently

dipped into the culture liquid is drawn several times across a layer

of gelatine not yet congealed. In either case the developing col-

onies will determine the purity or impurity of the liquid culture.

I have almost invariably found the thirteenth or fourteenth gen-

eration as pure as the first, and I should be surprised to find one

out of every hundred impure.

I will ffrant unreservedlv that test tubes jduii^i^ed with cotton

wool are not fit for liquid cultures. For gelatine in such tubes,

when frequently exposed, is invariably invaded after a time by
funcji or bacteria. The plug being a nidus for dust, its removal

is always attended with danger. Because a culture tube wiiich

eliminates the use of a large removable ping is more costly, it

does not follow that it should not be used in scientific research.

AVe know that in the department of physics, chemistry and_ phys-

iology, the most advanced work is of necessity performed with the

most complex apparatus That there are those who do not suc-

ceed in keeping liquid cultures pure, does not concern those who do.

It behooves the former, in the interests of a true scientific spirit, to

improve their apparatus andtecliinque instead of condemning the

method.
id.

anv attention to

Conceding then for the present that cultivations iu liqu

can be kept free from contamination, the point at issue is the em-

ployment of liquids for diagnostic purposes. Wiioever has paid

the multiplication of bacteria in nutritive fluids,

has no doubt been surprised at the variety of features which pre-

sent themselves, and at the regularitv with which the same ones

appear in cultures of the same microbe. To illustrate^ how many

different characters mav be used in determining the kind of bac-

teria and the purity of the cultivation, I will briefly outline a few

of the more important ones as they have come under my own ob-

servation, referring the reader to MiqueP for characters of bac-

teria obtained from the air, soil and water.

Every cultivation made in a tube shaped like a test-tube pre-

sents three regions for observation— the liquid itself, its surface,

i-l-fr-

limal Industry, I>ept. Agriculture, 1854, p. 229

1884. p. 185.
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and the bottom of the tubo. In other words, there may be a

membrane covering the liquid and a deposit in the bottom. With
reference to the liquid itself, it may remain clear or become
clouded. In the former case the growth may appear as a mem-
brane or a deposit, or it may bo disseminated through the lluid

in minute granules, flakes or cloud-like masses. The cloudiness

may be very faint —a slight opalescence —or it may be dense, ap-

proaching a turbidity. When sliuken the cloudiness may be, as

it were, set in motion^and thus show itself composed of elements,

indistinguishably minute, or as granular or flocculent masses; or

it may be impossible by shaking to disturb the uniform opales-

cence. The liquid may become colored. There may or may not

be a membrane present. It may vary from a mere iridescent

pellicle to a thick creamy layer. Its formation and growth shoukl

be carefully noted, together with its color, consistency and struc-

ture when fully formed. The depo
or quite abundant and colored. When ag
the bottom in coarse or fine flakes, as a viscid ropy mass, or as a

fine powder. In connection with these characters it is necessar}

sit may be absent, very scanty,

hen aeritatcd it will rise from

to tak f the

ed

ve into consideration the composition and reaction of t

culture liquid. The temperature to which the culture is expos
has a marked effect upon the rapidity with which these characters

appear. The odor and reaction of the culture of a certain age are

also valuable in many cases.

When these various features, and many others not given above,

are taken alone and in combination, we have for most cultures an

almost positive means of diagnosis as well as a ready method of

detecting contaminations, for these features are as a rule constant.

In order to illustrate this statement I will Avrite down a few

features of the growth of Bacillus subfilis^ in a neutralized infu-

% In a tern-

perature of about 35° C. the liquid becomes opalescent iu from 6

to 8 hours. AVhen agitated, rolling cloud-like masses are out-

lined by a condensation of the suspended bacteria. Within 24

hours an interlacing network, or islands of a whitish gelatinous

deposit appear on the surface, which within another day are fused

into a white papery membrane covering the entire surface. This
membrane, which is not smooth, but puckered and pouched in a

peculiar way, pushes its border up the sides of the tube, resemb-
ling at this stage the cup of an acorn. The liquid itself gradually
clears up in the mean time until it is quite as limpid as before in-

oculation. This clearing tip of the liquid, together with the pe

to «/ hnlfr^^'ii!"^ ^^^ V^
obtaiBea pare at any time by boilingin a water bath, for from J4

lo A nour, a tltered infusion of hay contained in a f!ask plugged with rotten wool.
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SCRIBNER ON BLACK ROT.


